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Introduction

The data indicates that typical data centers are using much more energy that they need to. It
is widely recognized that there are short term cost-effective opportunities to reduce the
energy use of existing data centers and major opportunities to influence the designs of new
data centers. This has made data centers an interesting target for both government regulators and business executives, who are both looking for those opportunities to reduce energy
consumption that have minimal adverse societal or economic costs.
Historically, data center design and operations have been focused on reliability and capacity.
This has led to the unfortunate situation where data centers have not been optimized for
efficiency. In fact, it is difficult to identify any one place where a data center is engineered for
efficiency, because independent decisions of equipment designers, system integrators,
control programmers, installers, contractors, IT managers, and operators all contribute
substantially to overall energy performance.
Recently, studies have shown that energy use is a substantial cost of IT operations, in some
cases exceeding the cost of the IT hardware itself. This cost pressure, combined with the
realization that data centers can be much more efficient in their use of energy, has caused
many data center operators to make energy management a priority.
How simple can an energy management process be, and how few measurements are
needed, in order to provide the information necessary to successfully manage infrastructure
energy use and allocate energy costs and carbon to IT users? We will show that the answer
is this: An extremely simple process with very few measurements, which anyone can
implement immediately, will provide accuracy that is good enough for an effective energy
management program.

What is the goal?

There are generally three different goals of a system for assessment of energy efficiency or
carbon impacts of a data center:

• One-time or periodic benchmarking of performance
• Pass-through allocation of energy or carbon to others
• Use of information to reduce infrastructure energy use or carbon impacts
For a specific data center, it is important to recognize which of these goals (or combination of
goals) is intended, because a correct understanding dramatically affects the technical
implementation.

Goal 1: One-time of periodic benchmarking of performance
One-time or periodic benchmarking of energy efficiency or carbon impact can be useful to
determine if an ongoing energy management program should be investigated or started. The
concept here is that if benchmarking reveals performance that is comparable or better than
other similar data centers, then perhaps the whole issue can be ignored. Conversely, if
benchmarking reveals performance that is worse than comparable data centers, then an
ongoing energy management program is likely to have a good return.

It must be noted that achieving this goal, by itself, does not provide actionable information
that informs or drives reductions in energy use or carbon impacts. Unfortunately, many data
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center operators begin with this goal and are disappointed with the results. To obtain impact
reduction benefits, one or both of the two goals described next must be implemented.

Goal 2: Pass-through allocation of energy of carbon to others
Some data centers act like a data center utility provider to other organizations, supplying
either physical data center infrastructure or providing IT infrastructure on a per-compute or
per-server basis. It may be a requirement that the data center customers be allocated, or
even billed, for energy or carbon. This may be an internal organization requirement, or it may
be a compliance requirement, or it may be contractually obligated. The objective is to provide
a financial or other incentive for the data center customers to make behavioral changes that
reduce their energy use or carbon impact, such as turning off unused servers, enabling power
management functions, managing unnecessary storage, or virtualizing servers. The
opportunity to save energy and reduce carbon impacts in a typical data center by managing
IT for energy efficiency is enormous, ranging from 10% to 80% reductions depending on the
existing level of maturity and virtualization in the data center. Since many of the possible
improvements are virtually free, or inexpensively phased in during IT refreshes, pass-through
of energy costs or carbon impacts can a major contributor to a successful and cost-effective
energy management program.

Allocate electric cost
and carbon impact
to IT planners and users

Figure 1
Cascading effect of
allocating energy costs

Smarter, greener IT decisions that
comprehend true costs

Reduced total costs and
environmental impacts

Goal 3: Use of information to reduce infrastructure energy or carbon
impacts
In every data center, the physical infrastructure (power, cooling, lighting, controls, etc.) is a
major consumer of energy and generator of carbon impacts. The metric used to benchmark
data center infrastructure energy use is Power Usage Effectiveness, or PUE (the reciprocal of
PUE is called DCiE and is also used as a metric). In many data centers, the power consumed by the physical infrastructure is greater than the power used by the IT loads (PUE >
2). Therefore, the reduction of energy use in physical infrastructure, on a percentage basis,
is nearly as important as reducing the IT load.
The objective is to provide the data necessary to identify and quantify opportunities to make
changes to equipment, configuration, or settings that would reduce energy consumption
without an adverse impact on the IT load. The opportunity to save energy and carbon
impacts in a typical data center by managing the physical infrastructure for energy efficiency
is large, ranging from 10% to 40% reductions based on the condition, settings, configuration,
and loading of the data center.
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Two of the goals described in the previous section – the allocation of energy costs to IT, and
the management of physical infrastructure energy consumption – both offer substantial
energy and carbon reduction opportunities in the typical data center. When considering the
overall objective of reducing energy use and carbon impacts for a particular data center it is
first necessary to decide which of these two goals (or both) will be chosen.

Choosing the goal
The preceding discussion of the three goals for energy efficiency and carbon impact measurements for data centers suggests the following key observations:

• There are huge opportunities to reduce the energy consumption of typical data centers,
on the order of 20% to 90% savings in energy and carbon, when both IT behaviors and
physical infrastructure are managed together.

• Benchmarking, by itself, improves nothing. It cannot be considered to be a central part
of an energy and carbon reduction plan. Its use is primarily to help determine the
amount of resources to be deployed on energy management.

• Allocation of energy and carbon to IT users gives them the tools to make rational energy
saving decisions about IT deployments.

• Both (a) allocation of energy costs to IT, and (b) managing physical infrastructure energy use, offer substantial savings opportunities, but the opportunity exceeds the sum of
the parts when the two goals are combined.
If the objective is an overall reduction in energy use and carbon impact, a combination of the
above goals, with a reduced focus on benchmarking, is the best strategy. Would targeting all
of these goals together be a large, complex, and expensive undertaking? Would such an
effort have an acceptable ROI? The answer is that, when the problem is viewed the right
way, it is remarkably simple and cost-effective to achieve all of the goals. Not only that, but
data center operators can start driving results immediately. The remainder of this paper
explains how this is possible.

Measuring vs.
modeling

Most discussions of information for energy management focus on measurement, or metering,
of energy. Yet any rational approach to energy management requires some interpretation, or
meaning, of the measured energy use. In order to make improvements or take any action,
there must be some understanding of how various changes will impact energy consumption.
There must be a model of how the data center works before we can understand how we can
use measurements to identify and quantify improvement opportunities. A measurement of the
electrical power drawn by a chilled water pump, by itself, provides no insight as to whether the
pump is operating within expected performance parameters, whether it was sized correctly to
begin with, whether any valve or programming changes could reduce its energy use, or
whether a different pump might provide the same function with lower energy use. To understand energy improvement opportunities, we must have either implicit models (knowledge of
experienced experts) or explicit models (software tools).
Even the goal of allocating energy costs to IT users requires models. While the power
consumption of servers could be measured directly and conceivably associated to IT users,
the majority of the power in a data center is used by loads other than servers, and a model is
needed in order to associate these energy uses to IT users.
A generic data center energy management process is shown in Figure 2:
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Figure 2
Information flow diagram of
a data center energy
management process,
showing how the model and
analysis functions integrate
into existing IT and
infrastructure planning
activities, resulting in
changes that reduce energy
consumption

In the energy management process of Figure 1, there are two main improvement paths. At
the top of the diagram, IT changes are made in response to energy and carbon data from the
data center model. At the bottom of the diagram, physical infrastructure changes are
implemented in response to energy guidance from the model. In both cases measurement is
used, but it is the model that provides the interpretation and guidance to achieve the improvements.
Note that the system described by the diagram above incorporates all three of the data center
energy management goals described in the previous section: It provides data for benchmarking, it allocates energy and carbon to IT, and it provides guidance regarding improvements to
the physical infrastructure. Measurements, without a model and process, are of little value.
Models, however, even simple models, may have considerable value even with incomplete
measurements.

Related resource

White Paper 154
Electrical Efficiency
Measurement for Data Centers

In summary, a key purpose of measurement of data center efficiency is to obtain information
that contributes to the creation of an accurate model for that data center. It is the model that
provides actionable information about data center efficiency, not the measurement. A more
complete discussion of this subject is contained in White Paper 154, Electrical Efficiency
Measurement for Data Centers.

Measurement-assisted modeling
If a perfect model of a data center could be created, there would be no need for any measurements. The model would have complete information about the nature, quantify, and
operating conditions of the IT load, it would contain the characteristics and operating
conditions of all of the infrastructure equipment, and it would accept as inputs historical
weather data. It could simply compute all energy flows. In a practical world, such a perfect
model cannot be achieved, because of the difficulty in obtaining exact data about IT device
configurations and operating conditions, infrastructure interfaces and operating conditions,
and unexpected operating conditions such as malfunctions, clogged filters, or air conditioners
that are interacting with each other.
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While a perfect model of a data center might require a huge amount of custom programming
and data maintenance, a surprisingly good model can be created using only an rough
inventory of the infrastructure and IT devices deployed, information about their configuration
(N+1, 2N, etc) and some basic knowledge of the electrical characteristics of the IT and
infrastructure devices. An example of the software implementation of a simplified model for
the physical infrastructure of a typical data center is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
Example of a data center
infrastructure modeling tool
for typical data center
configurations (free webbased tool)

It is clear that some kind of model of the data center is needed in order to manage and
reduce energy consumption. Can such a model actually eliminate the need for measurement,
or simplify the measurement task? How simple can a model be, and how few measurements
are needed, in order to provide the information necessary to successfully manage infrastructure energy use and allocate energy costs and carbon to IT users? The answer is that an
extremely simple model, with very few measurements, can provide acceptable accuracy for
an energy management program.

How many
points do we
need to
measure?

It is a basic principle of measurements that you should not start measuring something unless
you understand the use that will be made of the data. A measurement taken at the wrong
time, or with insufficient accuracy, or without detail regarding the conditions, can later turn out
to be inadequate or useless. Conversely, excessive measurement at extreme precision may
be extremely costly and burdensome but provide little additional benefit when compared with
a simple measurement. All of these problems are emerging as data center operators attempt
to develop their own energy management systems. The objective of a measurement system
is to use the simplest, least expensive measurement protocol that can achieve the objective
of the management system.
How complex a system is required to provide complete information about data center energy
use? How simple can a measurement system be? To understand the problem, we can
contrast the capabilities of two extreme cases: a comprehensive energy measurement
system vs. a crude estimation system.
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Crude
estimation

Figure 4

?

Extensive
metering and
software tools
Expensive and
complex

Essentially free

Comparison of energy
measurement approaches

Big errors

High precision

No insight into
details of
problems

ROI and scenario
analysis possible

Extreme #1: A total data collection system
It is incomplete to talk about measurement in a management system without consideration of
the accuracy and frequency of measurement, factors that can have huge implications of
complexity and cost. As a reference, we can consider the case of a real-time energy
metering system measuring and recording the energy use of every device and circuit in a
data center, with a 2% accuracy requirement. An estimate of the requirements and cost for a
1MW data center are shown in Table 1.
With this extreme instrumentation system, we could accurately assign electrical use to every
IT device, and appropriately inform or bill users. Furthermore, we could accurately determine
the electrical use of every infrastructure device, from which we could then attempt to compare
with expected values to identify areas for improvement. Such a system also requires a
complex software system with a major configuration and data maintenance investment.
Unfortunately, the cost of such a system represents a substantial fraction of the total cost of
the data center infrastructure, and also is nearly half the cost of the total energy cost of the
data center in a year. Therefore, such a system is impractical based upon the expected
return on investment, unless the cost of such a metering system decreases by approximately
a factor of 10. Even then, the installation of such a system represents a sizable capital
expense and a complex and risky installation process, especially on an existing data center.
Therefore, a total data collection system must be considered possible but impractical.

Circuits
measured

Table 1
Cost of a high-accuracy
energy monitoring
system for a 1 MW rated
data center

Number

Unit cost
(installed)

Subtotal cost

Meter data center input power 1

1

$9,000

$9,000

Meter infrastructure subsystem
circuits

80

$1,500

$120,000

Meter IT branch circuits

1000

$100

$100,000

Meter IT receptacle circuits

4000

$40

$160,000

Maintenance (10 years)

$100,000

$100,000

Software (10 year license)

$50,000

$50,000

Configure, commission, maintain
software

$60,000

$60,000

Total cost
1

$600,000

This typically cannot be done with a single meter – it requires summing the data from more than one
meter.
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Extreme #2: A no-cost data collection system
Next consider the other extreme case where we make no measurements at all. Such a
system is essentially free. The only input we will use is the number of servers in the data
center. We won’t even assume the existence of a monthly electrical bill from the utility
company, because often there is not a dedicated meter for the data center.
Given only the server count, we can attempt to crudely estimate the data center energy use
per server. The per-server data center energy use includes energy consumed by the servers
themselves, but also includes energy used by networking, storage, power equipment, cooling
equipment, lights, and auxiliary devices. With no measurements at all, we could use
statistical average data from the installed base of data centers to get a crude estimate of how
much cooling power, lighting power, etc are typically used per server. We could assume the
typical configuration of physical infrastructure used for a data center supplying typical
average servers, with a typical mix of storage and networking equipment. These “educated
guesses” could be provided by an expert consultant or they could be provided by a software
tool such as the free tool illustrated in the previous Figure 3. The combined “educated
guesses” become our crude model for the data center. The accuracy of this system is
summarized in Table 2.
With this no-measurement system, we could assign energy and carbon costs to users on a
per-average-server basis, but the accuracy would be only around +/- 36%. While not ideal,
this is still quite useful guidance to IT users in making behavioral changes, and most IT
behavioral changes would not be affected if the energy and carbon costs were provided with
additional accuracy. However, while such a system provides useful information to IT users,
the system provides no information to help guide data center power or cooling infrastructure
improvements, since all the data was estimated from industry averages. Nevertheless, a
remarkable benefit can be obtained for no cost, and this no-measurement system should be
considered by any data center operator who wants to start controlling energy costs immediately but has little time and no resources. A practical guide on how to get started with this
approach is provided in the appendix at the end of this paper.

Energy use

Fraction of
total use

Accuracy of
estimate

Effect on overall
accuracy 2

Server

36%

+/- 50%

+/- 18%

Storage

10%

+/- 70%

+/- 7%

Table 2

Networking

4%

+/- 50%

+/- 2%

Accuracy of a low-cost
energy monitoring system
for a 1 MW rated data center

Power

8%

+/- 50%

+/- 4%

Cooling

38%

+/- 80%

+/- 30%

Lighting

2%

+/- 60%

+/- 1%

Auxiliary

2%

+/- 80%

+/- 2%

Combined total energy accuracy

2

+/- 36%

The errors in the subsystem energy estimates are mathematically orthogonal, so the combined error is
the square root of the sum of the squares of the subsystem errors
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A “good enough” energy data collection system
Naturally, the two previous extreme examples of energy data collection strategies lead us to
the question of whether there are other intermediate data collection strategies that provide
“good enough” data accuracy to achieve the energy management goals, but are low cost and
high ROI. To help answer this question, Table 3 shows how adding cost and complexity to
an energy management system increases accuracy and cost.
Each line in the table represents the addition of a modeling or measurement capability to the
management system, starting with a no-cost system based on server counts only, as
described in the previous section. As capabilities are added, the error decreases, and the
system cost increases.
The IT allocation error is defined as the error in assigning energy and carbon to a defined unit
of IT capacity, such as a standard server. The error in assigning energy to a specific server
can be much larger than the errors defined in the table. Some capabilities listed in the table,
such as classifying servers and metering all IT devices, considerably improve the accuracy in
assigning energy and carbon to specific servers. This will be discussed in more detail later in
this paper.

Modeling and metering
capability added

PUE
error

IT allocation
error 3,4

System cost
(per MW)

Server counts

61%

39%

0

+ UPS power

55%

33%

0

Table 3

+ Crude inventory 5

23%

20%

0

Adding modeling and
measurement capabilities
affects management
system accuracy and cost
for a 1 MW rated data center

+ Detailed inventory

14%

12%

$2,000

+ Classify servers

14%

12%

$4,000

+ Audit subsystems

8%

7%

$10,000

+ Meter key subsystems

6%

4%

$50,000

+ Meter all subsystems

3%

2%

$130,000

+ Meter all IT devices

2%

2%

$600,000

To get a better sense of the tradeoff between measurement accuracy and cost as we add
functionality to an energy management system, the data from the Table 3 is plotted in
Figure 5.

3

The IT allocation error can be smaller than the PUE error, because the energy and carbon use
associated with PUE are only a fraction of the total energy use.

4

The IT allocation error in this table is the allocation for a defined “standard average server”, not for a
specific server. Errors for specific servers are larger and are dramatically reduced when the “classify
servers” capability is added, as described later in this paper.

5

The crude inventory is an inventory of the capacity and type of the main power, cooling, and IT devices
in the data center, which, when combined with data about those devices, allows considerable refinement of energy use estimates. This function can be provided as part of an energy assessment by
experts, or it can be attempted by an industrious data center operator. Additional guidance regarding
this method is provided in other white papers listed at the end of this paper.
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The error of a data center
energy measurement
system decreases while the
cost increases as additional
modeling and metering
capabilities are added

50.0%
50%

$600 K

PUE error

Lowest error
achievable
at no cost

$500 K

40.0%
40%

$400 K

System cost

30.0%
30%
20.0%
20%
10.0%
10%

$300 K
$200 K

IT allocation
error

$100 K

0%
0.0%

Measurement Cost ($)

Figure 5

Measurement Error (%)
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Increasing modeling and metering capabilities

Figure 5 shows that the accuracy of a data center energy measuring system initially improves rapidly for little cost as simple modeling and measurement capabilities are added.
However, as errors of less than about 10% are achieved, the cost escalates dramatically.
This analysis suggests the following recommended measurement and modeling strategy for a
data center energy management program:

• A no-cost system of energy modeling based on server counts, UPS power readings, and
crude inventory is good enough to allow meaningful energy allocation to IT users

• Additional low cost capabilities can be added over time to improve the energy management system, including model improvements from detailed inventory and server classification, as well and measurement improvements from energy audits and metering of key
subsystems

• Extensive metering of all infrastructure subsystems and IT devices adds little value to
an energy management system, with poor ROI

Allocating
energy to IT
users

IT capacity can be measured and allocated in a variety of ways, including compute cycles,
servers, cores, terabytes, rack cabinets, square feet, virtual servers, etc. An ideal model of
IT use might include all of these factors in assigning costs, energy, or carbon. However, we
will start with a simple model, measuring IT capacity in number of servers, which is one
popular way to measure capacity that many of the other measures can be mapped to.
If an IT user can be allocated a number of servers, then to assign energy and carbon to that
user all we need to do is assign energy to a server, in which case the total energy use of an
IT user is simply the number of servers assigned times the energy use allocated per server.
This requires that we identify all energy uses in the data center and allocate them on a perserver basis. The total energy allocation of a server becomes a sum of the server’s own
energy use, plus allocations of energy use for storage, networking, power, cooling, lighting,
and auxiliary loads. Such an allocation for a typical data center is shown in Figure 6:
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Auxiliary
15 W

Lighting

Figure 6

15 W

A server with a 930 W energy
allocation, showing a breakdown
of the data center energy
consumption that has been
assigned to the server. The
actual power of the server itself is
only 340 W.

The server itself
340 W

Cooling
360 W

Power
75 W

Storage
Network

90 W

35 W

In this case, even though the actual power drawn by the typical server is 340 W, the total
power allocated to the server is a much larger 930 W.

Average vs. specific IT device
The method of assigning energy to an IT user based on “server units” of an average server
has a number of inaccuracies, because it assumes uniform per-server utilization of allocated
resources and it assumes all servers themselves are the same. The actual total power
associated to a specific server will vary depending on the type of server, its power management characteristics, and its utilization of other IT resources.
For those data centers that have a relatively uniform server population, assigning a standard
energy cost per server is an effective approximation. However, for data centers that have a
wide range of server types, the use of a standard “server unit” for allocating energy is not
effective. For example, consider the case where one IT user has eight server blades as
simple application servers, while another IT user has eight mainframe systems with many
terabytes of online storage. Clearly the mainframe user is consuming much more power, yet
an allocation of energy based on a standard server would allocate the same energy and
carbon to both users. While the total energy allocated under such a method would be
accurate, some energy used by the mainframe IT user would be unfairly assigned to the
blade server user.
This problem could, in principle, be corrected by measuring all IT devices and assigning
energy based on those measurements to IT users. We have already shown this to be
impractical because:

• Much of the energy use comes from power equipment, cooling equipment, network
devices, and other loads that cannot always be directly associated to an IT user

• The cost of the measurement system to meter all IT devices, along with the cost and
complexity of the software system, is extreme
To solve this problem in a simple, cost effective way, servers can be classified into a short list
of standard types, each with its own energy use profile. Instead of treating all servers as a
single standard “server unit”, a list of server classifications can be created as shown in
Table 4:
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Server
class

Table 4
Example of a server
classification table

Server
power

Network
allocation

Storage
allocation

1U app
server

250W

0.2

0.1

Virtual
server 6

90W

0.4

0.2

Web blade

200W

0.3

0.1

ERP blade

200W

0.1

0.4

Mainframe

4000W

0.1

0.5

3U-10U
server

2000W

0.1

0.1

The above list can be used as is (with appropriate power values), or the list can be expanded
or refined to better match the profile of users in a specific data center.
Each server has a base standard power level assigned, along with allocations representing
the fraction of the base power associated with networking and storage. The power, cooling,
and lighting costs are allocated equally on a per IT Watt basis and do not vary by server
class.
The method to use the classification system is as follows:

• Assign all servers to a class
• Assign to each IT user a number of standard servers from each class
• Sum the computed power from all server classes, then normalize to match the actual IT
load power (determined from model or measurement)

• Apply the PUE data to each server class
In this way, the total energy use of a data center can be allocated across a number of server
classes, which can then be assigned to IT users. This process can be carried out in a
software tool, such as those provided by vendors like Schneider Electric, or it could be
carried out on a spreadsheet.

Translating
energy into
carbon

Once we have determined the energy use of IT loads or infrastructure systems in the data
center, we can allocate carbon to them. The carbon impacts of data centers are indirect, and
come from three primary sources:

• Carbon emissions created during the fabrication of the data center and its IT and infrastructure equipment (so-called “embedded carbon”)

6

If virtual servers are a class, then the allocated server count will exceed the physical server count. In
this case, the physical servers that host the virtual servers are not assigned to an IT user.
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• Local carbon emissions from heating systems, emergency generators, or co-generation
systems

• Carbon emissions created during the creation of electrical power necessary to power
the data center
In general, most discussions, benchmarking, or reporting of carbon are limited to those due to
emissions caused by operations. Embedded carbon is a significant contribution to total
carbon impacts, but the methods and standards for assessment of embedded carbon impacts
are still under development.
Data centers do not directly generate significant amounts of carbon dioxide or other gasses
with CO2 equivalency. The operation of emergency generators typically represents less than
.01% of the total carbon impact and can be ignored. Data centers operate at a high power
density and almost never require supplementary heat, so heating related carbon can also be
ignored. Very few data centers have co-located electrical generation plants so this is not a
factor in most cases.
In this paper, we will limit carbon metrics to those associated with electrical energy supply,
which represents well over 99% of the carbon impact associated with operations.

Carbon equivalence of energy
Given the electrical energy used at the data center, it is possible to estimate the carbon
emissions created by that energy use. A utility supplier can provide information on the
carbon emissions for each kilowatt-hour of energy generation, based on their energy source
mix. (Note: An alternative analysis of avoided carbon emissions, based on the lastdispatched source of energy, will typically yield higher carbon impacts. This is because
incremental energy saved in an existing utility does not reduce the load on all generators
equally – rather, reductions are directed to the higher-cost generation such as natural gas.) If
this information is not available from the utility provider, then regional data is widely available.
This data is expressed in tons of CO2 per kW-hr and typically falls in the range of 0.1 to 1 ton
per kW-hr at the generator. To determine the load the data center creates at the generator,
the distribution losses (typically around 10%) between the generator and the data center are
added to the data center power use. The following formula gives the annual carbon emissions caused by a facility load:
AnnualCO2( tons ) = Load ( kw ) ×

Providing
guidance to IT
users

Carbon 8760hr
1
×
×
kwhr
year ( 1 − DistLoss )

An IT user does not need to understand the principles and techniques described in this paper
in order to integrate energy into IT planning and deployment decisions. All the IT user needs
is a simple summary of the energy use and carbon impacts of the IT resources they use.
Such a report to an IT user is provided in Table 5:
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Server
class

Total
installed

Per-unit
energy

Per-unit
carbon

1U app server

50

6,000

2.7

Virtual server

30

2,650

1.2

Table 5

Web blade

15

5,200

2.3

Example of annual energy
and carbon assignments
provided to an IT user

ERP blade

10

5,500

2.5

Mainframe

2

117,000

53.0

3-10U server

15

44,000

20.0

1,409,000
kWhr

634 tons

Total energy and carbon
(per year)
Energy cost
(per year)
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Conclusion

This paper has described a logical strategy for allocation of data center energy and carbon to
IT users.
Simple, no-cost models of energy use can be used to allocate energy and carbon based on
standard, average units of IT capacity, such as a standard “server unit”. Such models are not
precise, but have sufficient accuracy to be useful in a data center energy management
system.
A simple system can be enhanced over time by adding additional measurement and modeling
capabilities, providing additional precision and insight into energy use. This paper outlines a
rational sequence of implementing these capabilities. A surprisingly effective and low-cost
system can be implemented with only a small number of energy meters combined with a
specialized data center energy audit and simple software.
Data center operators should not assume that complex and extensive metering systems are
needed in order to implement an effective energy management system, or to assign energy
and carbon to IT users. In fact, extreme instrumentation systems have a poor return on
investment.
This paper outlines a starting approach that any data center operator, large or small, can
implement immediately at no cost. Every unnecessary watt of power drawn by a data center
represents an unrecoverable loss. A crude but simple energy management system
implemented today is much more effective than an ideal system implemented later, because
no matter how effective an energy management system is, it can’t recover energy already
lost.
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Appendix:
Simple
determination
of energy and
carbon allocation
for a data center

This paper has described a simple approach for allocation of energy costs and carbon
impacts to IT loads in data centers, including a number of measurements and modeling
capabilities that can be used to provide increasing accuracy at increasing costs. The
simplest methods have nearly no cost but can nevertheless provide surprisingly good
accuracy and can are effective in supporting and energy management program.
This appendix shows how any data center can immediately implement a system of energy
and carbon allocation to IT loads, with an accuracy on the order of +/- 20%. The method
described here corresponds with the “crude inventory” capability level as referenced in the
paper. This is the maximum level that a typical data center operator can achieve without
some form of expert support. This method uses free software tools developed by APC, but
other tools could be developed to achieve the same function. The flow of the process is
described in Figure A1 below:
PUE

Figure A1
An overview of the
process used to establish
allocations of data center
energy carbon impacts to
IT loads

UPS
power out
Basic system
configuration
information

Data Center
Efficiency
Calculator

IT Carbon & Energy
Allocation Calculator

Energy and carbon
allocations to IT

Server count

The user provides basic information about the configuration of the data center and the server
count, along with current readings of UPS load power taken from the UPS (this is one of the
only power readings that is available in almost any data center). The software tools prompt
for the relevant information, information which any data center or IT professional should be
able to obtain, or determine by a simple walk-through.
The first tool estimates the PUE for the data center. The second tool accepts the PUE
determined by the first tool and computes energy and carbon allocations to IT on a per-server
basis, based on an “average” server. These units of “average” server are then apportioned to
IT users using a method of choice depending on the business model. Help documentation is
provided in the software tools.
Figure A2 shows a screen from the allocation tool. In this example, each server unit has
been assigned $1,482 of electricity and 15.4 tons of CO2 per year. For an IT user with 100
servers, this would mean an annual allocation of $148,200 and 1,540 tons per year.
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Figure A2
A sample output screen
from the IT Carbon &
Energy Allocation
Calculator

This example was provided because of its simplicity to implement. It is quite useful and can
help create awareness and drive improvements in IT behavior. However, it has important
limitations, including:

• It is only about +/- 20% accurate, so it should probably not be used for actually billing
customers; some of the higher capabilities described in the paper are recommended.

• It assigns costs and carbon to an “average server” and does not accurately assign costs
when some IT users use blades and others use mainframes; the server classification
capability described in this paper is needed to address this issue.

• It provides no accurate breakdown of losses in the infrastructure system, so it provides
little guidance regarding possible infrastructure improvements; the infrastructure audit
and metering of key infrastructure systems, as described in the paper, are needed to
provide these capabilities.
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